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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you all for inviting me to join this meeting. As was stated before, my name is Justin Welty, I’m an Ecologist with the US Geological Survey and have been working for the Forest and Rangeland Ecosystem Science Center in Boise, ID for the last 12 years. Ever since my first Esri Developers Summit in 2015, I have been excited by and learning all I can about digital data collection, automation, analysis, and reporting.(Click)



QUESTIONS
• Is there a good, easy geoprocessing tool for creating reports for export in pdf or word? 

• They allow you to do this in the Survey 123 web app, why don’t they have it for other GIS Web Applications?

• Can we set up forms as a grid? 
• We work up multiple fish at once, collecting all lengths at once, then move on to the next data field

• How do we move from data collection forms (paper, regional electronic data capture, 
etc.) into Survey123?

• The dos and don’ts, tips on planning the move, large issues to over come, etc.

• Did you check out the 2020 Esri's Virtual User Conference?
• Did you learn anything new about Survey123? What are some of the main features available?

Reporting Tool YES! Easy and good? ehhhhhhhh

Kind of, there are other, non-Esri options out there

Do I know what not to do!

Yes!
*Any use of trade, firm, or product names is for descriptive purposes 
only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. government.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When Denise asked me to present, she said you all had some specific questions. Here are the main ones I am going to answer. There are others that will be scattered throughout the talk as well. You gave me a lot of time to cover all of this, but even so it is a lot of material and I’m going to do a couple of recorded demos along the way. If you have questions about a specific slide I ask that you wait until the end of the presentation to ensure I can get through everything. Here are the main questions. (click) 1) Is there a good, easy geoprocessing tool for creating reports in addition to the Survey123 web app. The answer is (click) yes there is, is it good and easy, ehhhhhh. (click) Number 2, asks if we can we set up forms as grid? Some of your field crews collect multiple fish at once and enter one field at a time trying to navigate all the repeats. Is there a better way? (click) Well, kind of. I’ll show you how, why I don’t like how it stores the data, and some non-Esri alternatives as well as some Survey123 formatting techniques to make navigating repeats a little easier. (click) The next question involves my experiences in moving from paper and regional data capture into Survey123. I can say that after 5 years and dozens of surveys, I certainly have some experience and (click)  consider myself an expert on what not to do, but hopefully I have some good ideas as well. (click) The last question asks if I checked out the virtual Esri User Conference this year and did I learn anything new. (click)  The answer is yes, I did watch some sessions. I will cover some of the latest updates to Survey123 an other apps as well. So let’s dive right in (click)



REPORT CREATION

Survey123
Feature Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we look at the non-Survey123 report tool, it’s worth looking at Survey123’s Reporting feature for those who aren’t aware of it. Using Survey123’s website and a customizable word document template, you can create 3 main types of reports. The first is a feature report (click). This report displays information on one individual record per report. It starts off as a customizable Word template shown on the left and Survey123 website generates a report from the data. You can add maps, photos, and even do calculations like the one I highlighted in red. You can also see how the boxes and formatting all come through on the report. (click)



REPORT CREATION

Survey123
Summary Report

*Preliminary Information-Subject to Revision. Not for Citation or Distribution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second type of report is a summary report. If you can’t tell, the code is more complex for a summary report. That’s because can group individual records together into a set and run statistics on them. You can also apply specific filters to return the values you want for the statistic. While Summary Reports are quite new and have the potential to become far more powerful, as you can see from the example here, they are still quite useful. There is also a hybrid option, this simply is a combination of individual records and summary information (click)



REPORT CREATION

Survey123 reports using non-Survey123 data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Survey123 is a far better reporting alternative than it’s companion in ArcGIS Pro and ArcMap. I know you were looking for alternatives, but rather than finding a report alternative to Survey123, I recommend modifying the data rather than modifying the reporting tool. Survey123 is far more powerful and easier to use. You can actually put your non-Survey123 feature services into Survey123. You can do this using Survey123 Connect. When creating a new form, (click) select the Feature Service option to view the existing feature services you have access to. (click) You can use the search tool to find the existing feature service you are looking for. Survey123 Connect creates a form from your data fields. You can then immediately publish it without doing any additional design if you want. All the existing records come through and it is a live link so if you add additional records via any method, they will show up in Survey123. Once it is on Survey123’s website, you can run a report as you would any original Survey123 dataset. (click)



REPORT CREATION

Survey123

*Preliminary Information-Subject to Revision. Not for Citation or Distribution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I’ll demo the basic steps in creating a feature report. I’m using a Survey123 form that sampled and trapped reptiles in 2019. On the data tab you can see the point locations where the animals were trapped. I’ve selected one record on the map to save time. You can also filter the records or select them in the table. I am going to open up the Feature Report Tool and determine whether I want to create a report from my selected records or all records. Next, select how the report will be displayed. Now I have to select a Word Template in Manage Templates. Don’t worry, you don’t have to start these from scratch. Survey123 offers you the option of creating both a feature report template and summary report template that you can then download and edit. Here is the feature report as it originally downloaded for this Survey and it looks terrible. However, it is very easy to customize it. Here is what I turned the report into in just a few minutes. You can see I added tables, some formatting, and a calculation. Let’s make a minor change now to the report so we can see how that comes through. Back in Survey123 I can either upload a new template or edit an existing one. We’re going to edit this existing template and upload my updated one. Here’s one of my favorite features, it checks your code as it uploads. While the error message aren’t great, they are helpful. If it finds something, fix it and try the upload again until you no longer receive the error. You can also look at all the available fields that can into the report and some available coding options as well. Alright, we have our report template selected, the last things to do are give it a name, and select Word or PDF and generate the report.The summary report takes more effort, but the basic principles are the same. The main difference is that I am now querying, filtering, and summarizing multiple records at once. If you want to look more at summary reports we certainly can at the end of the talk.






REPORT CREATION

ArcGIS Pro/ArcMap
Feature Report/
Summary Report

*Preliminary Information-Subject to Revision. Not for Citation or Distribution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While I do like Survey123’s reporting feature better, I still want to quickly show you ArcGIS Pro’s reporting tool as it does have some uses and is the alternative to Survey123. The reporting tool is available in ArcMap and ArcGIS Pro. Map and Pro are not just for loading local layers or layers on a server, you can easily load online layers, including Survey123 layers for use in Pro reports. (click) Under the insert tab select New Report and give it a name. You’ll select the fields you want to go into your report, add grouping, sorting, and statistics variables, and specify a basic report format. This report template works similar to a map layer. I can change text and move things around both within a section and between sections and turn specific sections on and off to create feature, summary, or hybrid reports. However, I don’t have the customization I do on a Survey123 Word template. When I’m done editing I can share my report. Currently the formatting options are somewhat limited in Pro Reports, but it sounds like a major upgrade is coming. 



FORMS AS A GRID

Survey123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s move on to the forms as a grid question. While in the field, many of us want to be able to capture multiple datapoints at once and edit them without clicking back and forth between repeat records. Imagine you have 20 fish and you want to measure all their lengths, then their mass so you don’t have to keep switching equipment. You would think this type of table editing would work well in a program like Collector. However, it is not an option. Survey123 does not excel at this either, however you can do it using the new grids feature and a tablet. (click) As you can see here, I have created a repeat record (click) with 5 rows, each containing a species (click), PIT tag, length, and mass. I put it in a repeat so I can add as many sets of 5 as I want. This is not limited to 5, you can added as many of these rows as you want, however, this does get messy quickly. For those interested in how to set up grids, I’m going to talk about grids and other appearance techniques in more detail later on in the talk. For now, let’s just look at how the output would look (click)



FORMS AS A GRID

Not a Great Way to Store Data
Survey123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who can tell me how many length fields aren’t filled in? What about the average mass of salmon? (click) Data should never be stored in this fashion. (click) You want to store data the long way like this. It makes QA/QCing and statistical analyses of the data much easier. If you are going to use this grid method to enter data, you need to create a script that will export the data into this long format. What we really need is for the Survey123 team to come up with a stacked repeat function. (click)



FORMS AS A GRID

Survey123 - Ideally we want stacked repeats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And I am not the first to come up with this idea. The stacked repeat idea has already been suggested (click) all the way back in 2017. Who knows when the Survey123 team will actually implement this. Hopefully sooner rather than later.



FORMS AS A GRID

Other Options – Excel
• Macro enabled – Full Windows Only
• Standard Excel – Any device

Light Version

*Preliminary Information-Subject to Revision. Not for Citation or Distribution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fortunately there are some alternatives, the simplest being Excel or a similar spreadsheet program. I designed this Macro enabled excel to capture frog data where our team is processing many frogs at once. (Click) It has buttons and coding behind the scenes to help you navigate the form. It also has field validation to prevent errors, formulas to make data entry easier, and (click) color coded searches for previous captures of the frog making the form automatic and intuitive. On our Windows tablets we even use a program called 232Key to automatically import the PIT tag from the reader into Excel. The problem with Macro enabled Excel spreadsheets is that they only run on a full version of Windows. (click) I also designed a light version that has fewer features, but relies only on formulas and therefore would work on any device. I am hopeful that Esri will develop a stacked repeat or other alternative to allow us to capture data in this fashion. I know there are other forms out there that do this, but many of them are expensive or have limited features. If anyone else has other ideas, please speak up at the end of the talk. (click)



PAPER TO DIGITAL RECOMMENDATIONS

• Never be afraid of failure

• This will take time, plan for it
• Procrastination + Panic = Disaster

• Expect mistakes and errors
• From the project lead, field crew, and designer
• Take advantage of field validation, relevant fields, required fields, calculations, and select lists whenever possible

• Google is my best friend
• Whatever problem you have, someone has had it before you and posted the code up on the web

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s move on to my experiences and recommendations for moving from paper to Survey123. This is fairly high level stuff and that’s because each project I’ve designed a form for is different. There is no one right way. However, these are the best things I’ve discovered that I like to do and avoid. First, (click) never be afraid of failure. I’ll fail on my first 99 tries, but show everyone my 100th attempt that works and suddenly I look amazing when all I really am is stubborn and persistent. Don’t be afraid to try new things. Don’t be afraid to tinker and test. Don’t be afraid to push the envelope. (click) Next, you are not going to go from paper to Survey123 overnight. You need to start building your survey far in advance leaving plenty of time for testing and revision. (click) If you wait till the last minute to throw your survey together, it will end in a disaster that is far worse than paper. (click) You need to expect mistakes and errors from everyone, including yourself. Don’t just assume that because it’s digital everything will be perfect. Think about the most likely sources of error and figure out how best to avoid them. Take advantage of all the checks Survey123 has to offer including field validation, relevant fields, required fields, calculations, and select lists whenever possible. Reduce the number of potential errors a user can make. You will never eliminate them all, but by reducing them, you will greatly improve the quality of your data. (click) Google is my best friend. You may not always like the answer as sometimes it is, no we can’t do that, but searching the web can save valuable time and provide you with code that you can cut, paste, and adjust saving you time and effort. (click) 



WHAT’S MY SECRET?

• I listen to both the experts and field crews
• You can create the form, let the experts tell you how to design it

• Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
• Copy/Paste is my favorite invention ever

• Plan and check your domains/choices

• Never make changes the morning of

• Have a paper notebook and backup form

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I really value feedback. I listen to both the experts and the field crews when designing field forms and anything else for that matter. You can build a form that has every field they need, but if it’s constructed in such a way that a field crew can’t use it efficiently, they won’t. Trust your team. (click) Next, reduce, resuse, and recycle. Copy/Paste is one of the greatest inventions in computer technology ever created. I am constantly copying code from the web or reusing and recycling my old code to reduce the amount of new code I have to write. Take advantage of the work you and others have done to maximize productivity. (Click) Plan and check your domain/choice values for dropdown lists. Even better, have someone else look over them. I learned this the hard way on a vegetation cover domain. The labels are all correct so to the crew everything looks great, (click) however, you can see one value that was recorded is duplicated between two ranges. We didn’t discover this until after the data had been collected forcing us to lump these two ranges into a single, larger range. (click) Never make changes the morning before you head out into the field. Every time I tried that it has ended in disaster because I forgot about the downstream effects. Always take the time to test. (click) and finally, don’t abandon paper entirely. Have it as a backup in case something happens. We also still record basic information in a field notebook. It never hurts to have a second copy of Dates, locations, and critical fields. (click)



ESRI USER CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

• Watch the 1st Plenary Session
• It’s free and jaw dropping
• The Raster Suitability Tool (coming soon) could change how we do restoration and site selection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last main question, and my catchall for answering all the other questions, revolved around this year’s user conference. While I obviously didn’t watch all the sessions, I have caught a few and watched some other training videos recently as well. Here are highlights. First, (click) if you do nothing else, watch the first plenary session. It’s free and you don’t have to register. My colleague and I were, what can only be called, geeking out hard while watching it. Our favorite thing was the new raster suitability tool that is going to be released soon if it hasn’t been already. (click) This allows you to quickly stack rasters, optimize the distribution of suitability within each raster, and calculate the most suitable area within the set of rasters, all on the fly, all fairly quickly. Imagine you are studying a fish species and you know they respond to water temperature, speed, and depth, bank vegetation, sand bars, and night time low temperatures. If you had these all as rasters you could specify the ideal settings for your particular species of fish and it could quickly tell you where the optimum areas are and allow you to plan better restoration projects that will have the most impact. (click)



ESRI USER CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

• Watch the 1st plenary session 
• It’s free and jaw dropping
• The Raster Suitability Tool (coming soon) could change how we do restoration and site selection

• Esri continues to improve…everything

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second major point I wanted to emphasize is that Esri continues to improve, well, everything. Let’s take a look at some of those improvements and answer some of the other questions along the way. These improvements are not only taken from the User Summit, but also other trainings I’ve watched as well as my own experience. (click)



COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Organizing your survey

• Pages
• Grids
• Collapsed Groups
• Dynamic Labels

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with Survey123 as there are a whole host of new really useful features and plenty of questions I haven’t covered yet. The link I’m displaying on this slide is for a tutorial video that I’m pretty sure is free for all users where I learned a lot of this. If you can’t write the link down don’t worry it will appear on the next several slides. This first section Organizing your survey will cover a series of questions that were asked around making the appearance of the survey more functional. There are a whole host of specific appearance settings you can modify to improve your form layout. Here are a few of the best. You can combine all of these together, but the more you combine, the more complex your design becomes. 

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246


COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Organizing your survey

• Pages
• Grids
• Collapsed Groups
• Dynamic Labels

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pages is exactly what it sounds like, you organize your form into a series of pages with specific fields, rather than scrolling down to find each field. It starts with Settings in Connect (click) where you specify the style as pages. (click) Then to begin a page, you start a new group and in the appearance field for that begin group (click) specify field-list. That’s it. Just end the group, start another group, specify field-list and that will become page 2. (click)

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246


COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Organizing your survey

• Pages
• Grids
• Collapsed Groups
• Dynamic Labels

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pages look similar to repeats except you can’t add more or delete them. They are always there. It’s just a different way to view the data, but it can be extremely helpful for form organization. (click)

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246


COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Organizing your survey

• Pages
• Grids
• Collapsed Groups
• Dynamic Labels

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, is something I already showed a bit of, gridding fields can be a great way to stack a lot of fields into a small area. Grids organize fields into rows, rather than having one field per row. Grids works great on a tablet and terrible on a phone so you need to know when to use them and test it thoroughly before heading out into the field. To enable grids, you need to go back into Settings and add theme-grid to style. Notice that pages and grids are not exclusive. In this example I have grids and pages in the same form and the two settings are separated by a space. (click)

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246


COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Organizing your survey

• Pages
• Grids
• Collapsed Groups
• Dynamic Labels

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grids are also set at the group level using the w or width command. The width can be whatever number you want, however, the numbers within the group should sum to the group total. Keep them as small as possible. So I have a note with a width of 5 and I start a repeat with a width of 5 as well (click) Within that repeat is another group (click) also with a width of 5. Then within that group I start the grids. The ones with the width of 5 act like there is no grids where as the ones within a group less than 5 will all be in the same row as long as their values do not sum to greater than 5. Also notice that I include plenty of other appearance settings in the field, again just separate them with a space. You’ve seen the actual grids earlier as well so I’m not going to show them again here. However, you’ll notice this Excel is now extremely complex. I would much rather have this be complex compared to having a complex form the user has to deal with. One nice thing I’ve discovered (click) is that you can color code and change the font of the alignment to make organization easier (click). 

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246


COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Organizing your survey

• Pages
• Grids
• Collapsed Groups
• Dynamic Labels

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another question that was asked described having lots of fields in their repeat. They set out their equipment and begin to record information for multiple repeats at once navigating between the repeats filling in one field at a time on each repeat. They are continually scrolling between the field and the next button, then back up to the field, then back down to the next button. It’s extremely tedious, time consuming, and prone to error. Grids can certainly help with this by shrinking the length of the form. However, given all the fields they are collecting, grids themselves may not be enough. Collapsed groups are another potential solution. In this example I have a group, a repeat within the group and then the fun really begins. (click) My carcass ID field is outside my collapsed groups so it will always show. (click) Then I have groups within the repeat. Each of these groups has the compact setting (click), this defaults them to being collapsed. In this example I have set my grids at 1, however, you can do grids within the collapsed group. (click) Now you can see my Carcass ID field appears above the groups and my repeat is at the bottom. I can open one group, enter data, collapse it again, open another group and enter data. Now watch what happens when I go to the next record, it holds the group I have open. Whatever I have opened or closed in one repeat record stays open in another record until I change it. You may have also noticed that I did another trick on some of these labels. The labels for some fields changed depending on what repeat I was on in order to help me ensure I was processing the correct record. These are dynamic labels. (click)

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246





COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Organizing your survey

• Pages
• Grids
• Collapsed Groups
• Dynamic Labels

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing that can happen with long forms is that it becomes easy to forget what record you’re on. To ensure we know what record we’re processing, we can use dynamic labeling. Essentially creating labels for fields on the fly based on previous answers. Unlike some of these other options that require a lot of trial and error to get right, this one is pretty straight forward. (click) Just include the field in your label, that’s it. (click) In the form, you see the fields only have partial labels till I make a selection, then they fill in. I go to the next record and they’re empty again until I make another selection. (click)

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246





COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Identify the computer

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another question that was asked was, can we identify the unique computer. The answer is yes, but to do it right requires a few steps. Hopefully you can all read this. There are several field types that can help you identify the user and the computer. You can automatically generate the (click)username, (click) device id, and (click) email simply by specifying these field types. However these fields are hidden from the user form in Survey123. If you want them to be able to see them you have to create a read only text field and use the calculate field to display the device. Since the main question revolved around the computer ID, I also want to point out that the Survey123 Device ID is not the same as the computer Device ID. It is a unique code generated by Survey123 that identifies the computer. If you want to get the computer name you will need to use pull data and some detective work. (click)

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246


COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Identify the computer

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Load the survey on to your data collection devices and you can use the Device ID and Visible Device ID example here to get the specific computer IDs. Put these into a CSV, in the example below I have the (click) Device ID and (click) Computer Name fields. Device ID is what I want to search and Computer Name is the value I want to pull and insert. Then using the (click) Pull Data function I can specify my CSV file, field I want to pull, field I want to search, and Device ID field that I want to look use as my search value. (click) and in the form it returns the computer name I specified as soon as the form is opened rather than an incomprehensible set of characters.

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246


COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Points, Lines, and Polygons!

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246

Presenter
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Another new feature of Survey123 is that you can now draw lines and polygons. The only downside is that they cannot be done within the same map or form and you are still limited in the number of features you can draw, 1. If you want more than one type of geometry in a survey you must nest them in repeats. What I am showing here in Connect is for simplicities sake and will not work on a real form. We have the traditional geopoint (click), geotrace (click) is the line map, and geoshape (click) is the polygon map. (click) For lines and polygons, the sketch type variable allows you to choose a freehand sketch or vertex by vertex option. You can also see I am using grids to put the sketch question and the map that goes with it on the same row for more clarity.  Let’s see what that looks like in the form. (click) The point is the same as it ever was. OK here’s the line feature. Let’s leave it on sketch for now. It starts in Redlands, CA but quickly zooms to your location. You can turn your location on and off, zoom in and out, or change the basemaps if available. Now let’s look at the drawing options. The first one on the left here allows you to draw and basic shape and Survey123 will recognize the shape and turn it into the shape you were trying to draw. The second one is the basic sketch tool, it draws a line where you move your mouse. Now let’s say that is too tricky out in the field. You can switch to vertex and draw a line vertex by vertex. You can also put a vertex at your current location allowing you to draw the line or polygon as you walk along a path. The polygon works the same way with the same drawing types and features. The line records the line length while the polygon records the perimeter and acres calculations and these calculations can be added to separate fields.

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246





https://community.esri.com/videos/6246
COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Interactive images

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next is probably my favorite new feature. Interactive touch-sensitive images. You can build these in Inkscape, a free program, and the feature returns the value the user touches on an image. If you want to learn how, I recommend watching the video link. Here is the excel, it’s a simple Select One with options. Those options match the SoilDiagram.svg file we’ve loaded into the media folder. Here’s what it looks like on the form (click). You can see from the video that I have broken up the soil diagram into it’s parts and as the user clicks on a box it highlights. As an added safety feature I have included a second field that displays the selected value. 

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246





https://community.esri.com/videos/6246
COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Photo watermarks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another feature is the ability to add custom photo watermarks. Survey123 still doesn’t have a great way to name photos while taking them. You can and should do it back in the lab, but now, you can add a custom watermark directly to the photo itself. In the first row I have my watermark calculation (click). It is a calculate field so you cannot see it on the form. You can also show this field but make it read only, or make it editable. In my calculation (click) I am using the soil texture selected from my image and the date and time taken with appropriate formatting. Then in the image field (click) I am setting the bind attribute so that watermark equals the value I just calculated. Now let’s see that in action. (click) so here I am selecting a soil texture from my image, you can again see the value here. Now that I have selected my image I have to take a picture of the soil. In this case it’s black because my computer has no camera. However, you can still see the watermark on the photo that will persist throughout the life of that photo.

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246
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COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Javascript functionality
• Pull Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While are there still others, the final useful new feature in Survey123 that I want to talk about is the ability to use javascript calculations, either on it’s own or to pull data from websites. Javascript offers far more complexity than excel and requires more programming knowledge. It is used in conjunction with the pull data feature which has been around for several years. Instead of just pulling and returning data from a CSV you can now run the pull data command to call a javascript function. Again I’ll show the Excel first. In this example I am pulling data from a live feature service in AGOL. First I have to generate a security token so Esri knows it’s me. Then in the calculation field I call pull data for my 3rd and 4th fields. I reference the second field, location, so that the value that I enter will be run, and a selected value returned. (click) For any of you coders, here is what the javascript looks like. I create a query string to ping my AGOL feature layer and return the value that matches my ID. It comes back as a JSON string that I then have to parse before returning the data. (click) Now lets look at the survey in action. As you can see if I enter something in the location field, it pings my online service and returns the barcode and common name of that species. In many of our data collection situations having access to the internet is not an option. However, even without internet, Javascript is far more powerful than Excel so you may want to consider it the next time you need to perform a highly complex calculation in the field.

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246





COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Collector

Collector (new one) Collector Classic (old one)
Android and iOS Android, iOS, and Windows
Web map labels work! No web map labels
Multiple download areas
• Predefined and on-the-fly

One download area

Compass feature to location widget Who knows which way you’re going
Modern interface Clunky interface
More layer types supported Less layer types supported

WINNER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another question that was asked was the difference between Collector Classic, the original Collector, and the new Collector. Here are the main differences I am aware of. (click) The new Collector only runs on Android and iOS while Classic runs on Windows as well. (click) One of the biggest updates to Collector was the addition of functional web map labels. In Classic you had to build and upload a label tile layer as part of your map. Now the Web Map labels you create online sync seamlessly with Collector. It is one of my absolute favorite additions. (click) Collector lets you predefine and name multiple download areas for your crews or they can download and name multiple areas on the fly. In Classic you could only download one area at a time. (click) Collector added a compass feature to their location widget, in classic, who knows which way you were going? (click) Collector has a much more modern and intuitive interface compared to Classic. (click) Collector also supports more layer types than Classic does. To me, (click) the clear winner is the new Collector. 



COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Field Maps

CollectorNavigator ExplorerWorkforce Tracker

Field Maps
(Beta)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ironically, just as the new Collector is coming fully online, it is about to become obsolete. The in development Field Maps is going to replace Collector and several other apps as well. Field Maps is designed to incorporate Workforce to assist with planning and implementation, navigator to get you there, explorer to let you draw on and notate your map, collector to collect feature information and attributes, and tracker to record your location. This is an all in one app incorporating the best features of these 5 apps. The new Field Maps is in early beta release with a planned Phase 1 release to the public in September so hopefully it will be ready for next springs field season. So far I am only able to Beta test the app and not the new web design interface. The little bit I have been able to test so far looks very promising. The only app Field Maps can’t replace is Survey123. It is likely that Field Maps and Survey123 may be the only apps you need starting next field season. (click)



COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

High Accuracy GPS
Tips from reading the documents
• Please read the documentation carefully

Tips from folks who’ve used them
• They generally work great when paired properly
• Collect the GPS metadata questions
• Be patient while acquiring a GPS location
• Set the GPS accuracy to the proper setting

https://doc.arcgis.com/en/collector/android-phone/help/high-accuracy-prep.htm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another question involved the use of high accuracy GPS. I will fully admit this is not my area of expertise as we have not used these in the field and I have only begun testing external GPS devices. I did find this useful link for Collector and Android. However, it applies to Survey123 and iOS as well. The main tip I’ll share here is (click) read it. I’m not going to bore you with the technical details, but if you want it to work right, you need to set it up right. Now I did ask one of my collogues who uses external GPS devices and here’s what she said. (click) First, they generally have worked great when the are paired properly with the device. (click) Second, she recommends collecting the GPS metadata questions. Esri has tools to assist with the creation of these fields. (click) Third, you need to be patient when acquiring the location. High accuracy means more satellites and if you aren’t on flat, treeless ground, this can take time. (click) Finally, ensure you have properly set the GPS capture accuracy of your app in Collector. You don’t want to allow your crews to capture a point with plus or minus 30 meters of accuracy when you can only afford 1 meter.

https://doc.arcgis.com/en/collector/android-phone/help/high-accuracy-prep.htm


COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOUMap Viewer Beta

*Preliminary Information-Subject to Revision. Not for Citation or Distribution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another new application that has recently been released to the public is Esri’s new online Map Viewer Beta. With an updated interface and far more control it is a major upgrade to the current web map. While many features are the similar or slightly enhanced like the left and right menu panes, I wanted to show you the new clustering option (click). Here are a set mark/recapture PIT tagged frogs in 2019 across various sampling sites. I could color code these by site, but with this many stacked points it really doesn’t convey where most of the frogs were captured. (click) By turning on clustering I can display a summary of my data on the maps that is easy to read and highly customizable. If you look at the menu on the right I can adjust the cluster radius and size of the circles. I can adjust the labels, popups, and attributes. If you have a lot of point data you want to summarize for the public in a simple way, this is an excellent way to go.



COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

ArcGIS Online

*Preliminary Information-Subject to Revision. Not for Citation or Distribution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another feature of both AGOL and ArcGIS Pro is the ability to edit your online features and attributes after you enter them. As an example, we have one team that collects mortality data on wild animals in Survey123. Then the remains are taken back to the lab and the lab personnel try to definitively ID the animal. (click) This information is added to the Survey123 data by adding the layer to an ArcGIS Pro map and updating the attributes. This interconnectedness makes managing a master copy easier and more efficient. (click)



COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

ArcGIS Pro
• So many tools
• Access AGOL layers
• Graphing Capabilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I also want to give a shout out to ArcGIS Pro. We have been talking mainly about the mobile and web apps, but Pro is more powerful than anything else I have talked about so far. In addition to all the tools and ability to easily access AGOL layers, I want to demonstrate the graphing feature in Pro. In this Survey123 example, we are looking at the lab identified mortality data entered by the lab technicians in the example I just used. Even though they entered it through Pro, you can see it is still a field in Survey123 and therefore the Survey123 Analyze tab still has a summary report for it. However, because it is a free text field the only thing it can do is a word cloud where we see the words suspect, unknown, and jackrabbit are the most common words. I don’t really have a good idea of frequency each species is detected at. Let’s load it into pro and see what we can do about that (click)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I already have the AGOL layer loaded in Pro, you can see it is a feature service with a direct link to my AGOL data. What I want to do is create a chart. You can right click on the layer, select Create Chart, and in this case I’m going to create a bar chart. Next, I’m going to select the lab species identified field. Already you can see that Jackrabbit has a clear lead, but the chart still isn’t that helpful. So let’s adjust some additional settings. I can split it by state and label the bars for additional clarity. However I still can’t read those species names so let’s see what else we can do. Under series I can change the chart type and symbology. Under Axes I can set the character limit of my x-axis, let’s set it to 25 and now I can see everything. I can add Guides to highlight specific areas, format the chart to a specific theme and adjust the title, axes labels and add a description. I now have a chart that not only looks good and is printable, but is also directly linked to my live and constantly updating dataset and will update each time I open the map project. (click)






COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Design your own
• App Studio (desktop)
• Python (desktop)
• Developers (web)
• Solutions (web)

https://code.usgs.gov/ecosyst
ems/FRESC/arcgis-pro-custom-
barcode-creation-tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s say nothing I’ve shown you so far suites your needs. Even if you don’t have a ton of programming experience, and especially if you do, there are multiple solutions out there to design exactly what you’re looking for. App Studio allows you to create your own apps from scratch or modify original Esri source code even in something as complex as Survey123 Connect and Survey123 to create fully functional apps. Python is great for creating tools in ArcGIS Pro. Developers allows you to create a custom web based app for your organization, and Solutions has hundreds of pre-built apps for specific workflows. Find what you need, download it and get started. I am far from an expert in all of these except python where I have built multiple tools, (click) including the one I am showing here. A publicly available, custom bar code generation tool that I published and you can download for free using the link on the screen. For all samples that we collect, we use this tool to create unique a bar code for each sample. That bar code is scanned into Survey123. Then in the lab we can scan that code and using pull data retrieve field information about that sample, or scan it into a new Survey and record information about the lab analysis joining the two surveys together using the unique bar code. This makes for much more efficient and less error prone sample tracking.

https://code.usgs.gov/ecosystems/FRESC/arcgis-pro-custom-barcode-creation-tool





COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Analyze and Share your data
• Insights (similar to Tableau or Power BI)
• Operations Dashboard
• StoryMaps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you haven’t noticed by now, I am a huge fan of digital data collection. I want to wrap up my overview of apps by talking about, in my opinion, the most neglected part of any scientific study. Sharing that information with the general public in a way that is easy to understand and access. Let’s face it, scientific peer reviewed journal articles are great for getting your information across in methodical and detailed manner that will put most people to sleep. Apps like Insights, Operations Dashboard, and StoryMaps can make your data come alive and allow the public to actually interact with your data. Insights (click) is great for data analysis, looking for trends and patterns as you can display spatial, tabular, and graphical data all in the same area and they all interact with one another. (click) Dashboards is great for sharing live, up to date, and interactive snapshot of your data with collaborators and the public alike. (click) Finally, StoryMaps allows you to share your data with the public in an interactive, navigable, story 






COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

PIT Tag Direct to Android

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I added one final slide at the last minute here, this is something I, and many of folks, have been trying to figure out for a couple of years now. How do we take PIT tags scanned from an electronic reader and put them directly into a Survey123 field? We have been doing this for a couple of years on Windows tablets running a program called 232Key. However, Android and iOS devices, which most of us use, are still an issue. Well this past Friday, I finally found a way to do it on Android Devices. The GetBlue App shown here appears to work. There is a free version that works to test it out, however, it does throw in a Please Buy Me PIT tag readout about every 20th tag you scan forcing you to rescan it. The $19 price tag is actually cheaper than 232Key and probably worth the cost. You simply download the app and set GetBlue as your default keyboard on the Android device. (click) Then open the app and set the Source as your connection to the reader (click to pause). In this case I am using a BlueTooth connection. I recommend using a USB connection if possible. Every time either the reader or tablet shut down the BlueTooth connection was lost and was a pain to get the connection reestablished. I have a part coming that should help me test the USB connection, but it won’t be here till later this week, as I said, I just discovered this. Next set the keyboard as the sync. (click to play) Now I’m going to open up the Survey123 App and scan in my tag. It comes in as the full string, but I created a calculation that stripped off everything but the PIT tag. If anyone else has an app that does this better on Android or at all on iOS please let me know. I would love to test it out and see how it works. (click)






QUESTIONS?
Insights

ArcGIS Pro ArcGIS Online Living Atlas

Survey123

Quick Capture

Hub

Story Maps

Operations
Dashboard

Map Viewer
Experience

Builder

SolutionsApp Studio

Developers

CollectorNavigator ExplorerWorkforce TrackerField Maps

*Any use of trade, firm, or product names is for descriptive purposes 
only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. government.

JWELTY@USGS.GOV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you all for listening, I will take any questions or comments you have now. I’ll actually ask the first question as it is one I received from Denise, but couldn’t figure out where to put it in this presentation. One member of your team asked about administering a free work google account for multiple tablets running android. That is something you will have to take up with your local IT manager. It is certainly possible to create a Google account that can be used across multiple devices. Whether it can be an official work one or just one you create on your own (with IT permission) is something that will have to discuss with your local IT professional. 



https://community.esri.com/videos/6246
COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Add Basemaps (MMPK, Tile map package, or Vector map package

• Via AGOL
• Direct Download

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the final Survey123 feature, I want to demonstrate how to add a customized basemap to your Survey123 Map. Traditionally this has been done by creating a tile map package and physically putting it in the media folder on your device. While this is still a viable option, it requires that the device be connected to something that contains the package. You can now also use vector tile packages and mobile map packages and download these map packages through AGOL. First create the package as you normally would. This saves the package on to your computer or AGOL. If it is saved locally, upload it to AGOL. (click) While designing the form in Survey123 Connect go to the Settings tab and select Linked Content. Add a Map Link and select the package you just uploaded. Once you publish your survey that package will be available, but not required for users to download on Survey123. (click).

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246





https://community.esri.com/videos/6246
COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Survey123
• Add Basemaps (MMPK, Tile map package, or Vector map package

• Via AGOL
• Direct Download

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So you’ve loaded the package to AGOL and linked it to your Survey, now lets get the map onto Survey123. Unless you load a tile map package, you will first have to go to Settings, Maps, and Set Map Types to Standard. This will allow all 3 map packages. Next refresh your Survey and in the settings for the survey itself, select offline maps. Then select the package you want to download. Once downloaded you can see I am going to airplane mode in my phone and going back into the Survey. When I open the polygon drawing you can see my very simple basemap containing point locations. Obviously you can make your maps much more complex and include offline basemaps if needed. This demo was done for speed, not beauty.

https://community.esri.com/videos/6246


COOL STUFF TO SHOW YOU

Quick Capture
• Rapid data collection
• Big button
• Point, line, polygon locations
• Records line walked

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other useful data collection app that doesn’t get as much buzz as Collector or Survey123 is Quick Capture. Quick Capture is for rapid, simple data collection. It has a big button interface that is easy to style to your own preferences as you can see in the video. It records the point, line, or polygon, and a few other basic features that you program in with the click of a button. Obviously if you are drawing a line or a polygon you still have to digitize it. Quick Capture also records the line you walk as you are capturing data. It is great for quick point counts and citizen science where you don’t want the public having to deal with a complicated form.






IT’S ALL CONNECTED
Insights

ArcGIS Pro ArcGIS Online Living Atlas

Survey123

Quick Capture

Hub

Story Maps

CollectorNavigator ExplorerWorkforce TrackerField Maps

Operations
Dashboard

Map Viewer
Experience

Builder

SolutionsApp Studio

Developers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To wrap up this presentation, I want to share my last favorite feature about ArcGIS mobile and desktop products, their interconnectedness. I’ve alluded to this throughout the presentation, but these apps all work together, talk to one another, and can even open eachother up with the best example being using a dynamic link in Collector to open Survey123 and fill in data you just entered into Collector into the form in Survey123. Think about a new point ID you just created in Collector being transferred to the Survey123 form to help avoid errors. All these apps working together saves time, energy, and the potential for error.
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